Let’s Go Racing
Safely!
COVID 19
Return to Race Guidelines
HRKC and Kart Owners

HRKC Booking and Registration
- Track will open Friday May 22nd, 2020
- Track hours will be:
Friday – 10:30 – 6:30
Saturday – 9:00 – 6:00
Sunday – 9:00 – 6:00
***Schedule will vary weekly. Please check our
scheduling site for the most up to date hours.
- Practice will only be open to Kart Owners during this
time frame.
- Each Driver will have 30 minutes prior to their session
start to prepare and 30 minutes after their session to
vacate the paddock for the next group.
- Practice fees for the blocks will be $55.00 for
registered HRKC members and $65.00 Non-Members.
- 10 drivers with a mechanic / guardian will be permitted
per session.
- Members requiring a third person in their racing
bubble will be approved by the track on an individual
basis and only considered in necessary situations.

- Booking will be conducted via the link below.
https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=19634157&calendarID=3964737

- Advanced payment will be required.
- Members must download the Release and Waiver forms
at the end of this booklet. Please fill out the form that
applies to you and bring it with you to the track.
- Youth waiver consists of 2 pages one side for the youth
member to sign and the other for the parent or
guardian.

Open Practice Operations
- Members are permitted on the property 30 minutes
before the start of practice.
- Upon arrival to the track, vehicles will pull into the
marked out pit spots. All pit spots are separated by 3
metres.
- Social distancing is in effect at the track, and you are
asked to respect 2 metres distance from all other
guests to the track with the exception of your racing
bubble.
- Pit spots and your group of 2 will be defined as your
racing bubble for the day.
- Prior to getting on track, please proceed to the building
to submit your waivers and receive your wristband.
- Waivers will be received at the front window kiosk or
inside the building when it is open.

- Outside you will be greeted by the following sign

- When open, the building will only allow 5 people in at a
time. You will be asked to proceed to a social
distancing circle.

- Once a circle appears free you may proceed inside.

- Wristbands will be handed to both driver and mechanic.
They are to be placed on the shoe through the laces. It
will be the responsibility of the driver/mechanic to
place their wristband on.
- Only drivers and mechanic with wristbands will be
permitted in the pit area.

- While the driver is on track mechanic must proceed to a
“Joe Karter Marker” along the fence. This will be the
viewing spot for the mechanic while the driver is on
track.

- The marked spots are the ONLY permitted viewing
areas. The scoring tower and all other viewing spots
within the Pit area are off bounds.
- The pit area will be monitored by staff at all times to
ensure all guidelines are being respected.

- Immediately after your on track session both driver
and mechanic are to exit the Pit area immediately and
retreat to their pit spot.
- Persons repeatedly not respecting the guidelines put in
place by CMI will kindly be asked to leave the premises.
- Drivers and mechanics are asked to ensure they have
all they need. At this time there will be no access to
tool sharing.
- Air Compressor and Tire Change machine are the only
two items available for use. These items will be located
in the pit area, along with Sanitization products.
-

Immediately after using the tools, it is required for the
items to be sanitized and wiped down before the next
use.

Part Sales and Services

- The building will be open for part sales and service
during practice hours for same day part sales.
- Please follow the Social Distancing Circle protocol
outlined above.
- Part orders known in advance required for your testing
day are asked to be placed and paid for ahead of time
by emailing trevorwickens@gmail.com
- Orders will be bundled and set aside for pick up.
- There will be no entrance into the back shop from the
front of the building.
- Those requiring their kart from storage are asked to
email trevorwickens@gmail.com to let him know day
and time you are booked in for practice. You will be
met at the back door and let in to get your kart 30
minutes prior to your practice time,

Sanitization and PPE

- For our safety and that of each of you the building has
Plexi glass separation at the registration and parts
counters.
- There are Sanitation stations located at the front door
of the main building, we ask that before entering you
sanitize your hands.
- There is another Sanitation Station in the Pit area to be
used when using the Air Compressor or Tire Changing
Machine.
- Each Canadian Mini Indy employee, and volunteer will
be wearing facial coverings.
- The wearing of facial coverings are strongly
recommended while on the Canadian Mini Indy
premises.
- Although facial coverings are not mandatory outdoors
they are mandatory in the building without exceptions.
If you come into the building without a mask one will
be offered to you for a $1.00.

- If you are feeling unwell experiencing symptoms of
high fever, cold or flu like symptoms, travelled outside
of the province in the past 14 days or recently come in
contact with a confirmed positive case of COVID -19 we
ask that you kindly stay home.
- Washrooms will be available for your use. CMI will
continiue to maintain the high standards of cleaning
and santization both prior to opening and multiple spot
checks throughout the day.
- We simply ask that all members and guests to the track
exercise healthy hand washing practices.

Thank you for taking the time to read and familiarize
yourself with our protocols to open safely and
responsibly.

Joe Karter
Canadian Mini Indy

